Effect of ceramide structure on membrane biophysical properties: the role of acyl chain length and unsaturation.
Ceramide is an important bioactive sphingolipid involved in a variety of biological processes. The mechanisms by which ceramide regulates biological events are not fully understood, but may involve alterations in the biophysical properties of membranes. We now examine the properties of ceramide with different acyl chains including long chain (C16- and C18-), very long chain (C24-) and unsaturated (C18:1- and C24:1-) ceramides, in phosphatidylcholine model membranes. Our results show that i) saturated ceramides have a stronger impact on the fluid membrane, increasing its order and promoting gel/fluid phase separation, while their unsaturated counterparts have a lower (C24:1-) or no (C18:1-) ability to form gel domains at 37°C; ii) differences between saturated species are smaller and are mainly related to the morphology and size of the gel domains, and iii) very long chain ceramides form tubular structures likely due to their ability to form interdigitated phases. These results suggest that generation of different ceramide species in cell membranes has a distinct biophysical impact with acyl chain saturation dictating membrane lateral organization, and chain asymmetry governing interdigitation and membrane morphology.